Meetings will be on Tuesdays in *Pound 201* from 5:00-6:30 pm*

Jan. 29: *Anthony Niblett* (Harvard) and *Andrei Shleifer* (Harvard), The Evolution of a Legal Rule

Feb. 5: *Christopher Leslie* (Chicago-Kent), Rational Irrationality and Antitrust

Feb 12: *Geoffrey Miller* (NYU), Reversal, Dissent, and Variability in State Supreme Courts: The Centrality of Jurisdictional Source

Feb. 19: *Dean Williamson* (HLS), Antitrust and Intellectual Property: Some Practical Considerations

Feb. 26: *John Coates* (HLS) and *Reinier Kraakman* (HLS), CEO Tenure, Performance and Turnover in S&P 500 Companies

Mar. 4: *James Greiner* (HLS) and *Kevin Quinn* (Harvard), Ecological Inference in Voting Rights Act Disputes and Beyond

Mar. 11: *Ken Shepsle* (Harvard), The Senate Electoral Cycle and Bicameral Appropriations Rules


[Mar. 25: No Class – Spring Break]

Apr. 1: *Max Schanzenbach* (Northwestern), The Impact of Tort Reform on Private Health Insurance Coverage

Apr. 8: *Einer Elhauge* (HLS), Loyalty Discounts and Naked Exclusion

Apr. 15: *Howell Jackson* (HLS), Public and Private Enforcement of Securities Laws: Resource-Based Evidence

Apr. 22: *Hugo Mialon* (Emory), The Economics of the Bill of Rights

Also, two evening sessions for the students will be held in Griswold 110 on Thursday, February 14 and Thursday, March 13, from 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Pizza will be served for dinner.

---

*For those not enrolled in the seminar who need copies of a paper, please visit the course website at: [http://myhls.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k23801](http://myhls.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k23801)
Select "Course Documents" for papers and the course schedule, or contact Molly Overholt (moverholt@law.harvard.edu, 495-4635)